A vertebrate homolog of the cell cycle regulator Dbf4 is an inhibitor of Wnt signaling required for heart development.
Early stages of vertebrate heart development have been linked to Wnt signaling. Here we show in both gain- and loss-of-function experiments that XDbf4, a known regulator of Cdc7 kinase, is an inhibitor of the canonical Wnt signaling pathway. Depletion of endogenous XDbf4 protein did not disturb gastrulation movements or early organizer genes but resulted in embryos with morphologically defective heart and eyes and suppressed cardiac markers. These markers were restored by overexpressed XDbf4, or an XDbf4 mutant that inhibits Wnt signaling but lacks the ability to regulate Cdc7. This indicates that the function of XDbf4 in heart development is independent of its role in the cell cycle. Moreover, our data suggest that XDbf4 acts through the physical and functional interaction with Frodo, a context-dependent regulator of Wnt signaling. These findings establish an unexpected function for a vertebrate Dbf4 homolog and demonstrate the requirement for Wnt inhibition in early cardiac specification.